Mission Statement

The Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation builds community engagement and inspires donors to generously support the state-of-the-art, comprehensive and accessible healthcare provided by Truman Medical Centers.

Cover photos:
- TMC Charitable Foundation board members (left-right) Loretta Britton, Jo Ann Field, Joy Wheeler, and Laurie McCormack at Fashion For A Cause
- Hudson & Jane runway scene during the Friday Night Lights edition of Fashion For A Cause
- George Brett, Julia Irene Kauffman, John Bluford and Hank Herrmann at the 15th Annual Benefit at the Bristol.
Dear Friends,

I am pleased to share with you this Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2011. In these pages, you’ll read about the incredible impact Truman Medical Centers has on our community thanks to your generous support.

This past year was my first year serving as board chair, and I am so honored to work with such strong volunteer and staff leaders.

TMC President/CEO John Bluford is currently serving as Chair of the American Hospital Association, a prestigious position that has brought TMC national attention. Our Lakewood campus is fortunate to be led by new Chief Operating Officer Charlie Shields, who brings 17 years combined experience in healthcare — at Heartland Health in St. Joseph — and legislative leadership in the Missouri Senate. The Hospital Hill campus continues to be led by Cathy Disch’s steady hand.

The Charitable Foundation staff is led by Executive Director Jim Dawson, who will focus exclusively on the work of the Foundation after having served a dual role with the hospital. With a dedicated staff and an increasingly talented board of directors, the Foundation is destined to succeed in upcoming fundraising efforts.

The strong leadership within TMC and the Foundation is just one reason for optimism. Another is TMC’s collaboration with other organizations during the past year.

As the community health partner of the Kansas City Chiefs, TMC has expanded its community health and wellness initiatives. TMC’s role as part of the Midwest Cancer Alliance Partners Advisory Board and its quest for National Cancer Institute designation has led us to launch a $5 million campaign for the relocation and expansion of TMC’s Oncology center, with the endorsement of the University of Kansas Cancer Center. And evidence of TMC’s ongoing partnership with Children’s Mercy can be seen in the bridge being built across Holmes to connect the two hospitals.

With strong leadership and collaboration, we are poised for great success in the coming year. I look forward to serving again this year as the board chair and promise to do my best to ensure your gifts continue to make an impact on TMC’s important mission.

On behalf of the TMC Charitable Foundation, its board of directors and all of the patients served by Truman Medical Centers, I thank you for your generous support.

Sincerely,

Joy Wheeler

Chair, Board of Directors
Year in Review

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS & OTHER REVENUE
$8.4 Million

- Charitable Grants
- Gifts from Foundations*
- Real Estate
- Business Contributions*
- Individual Contributions*
- Special Events

*Excludes grant and special event gifts

EXPENSES
$6.8 Million

- Grants to TMC
- Administrative
- Real Estate
Between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011, the TMC Charitable Foundation (TMC CF) received more than $7.3 million in charitable contributions and grant payments.

TMC CF distributed more than $5.5 million in grants to TMC to support its mission.

Over the past fiscal year, 1,377 individuals, foundations and corporations made charitable gifts to TMC. This reflects a 20% increase over the number of donors in FY10.

The United Way of Greater Kansas City awarded TMC $171,000 for uncompensated care in outpatient clinics. This is a three-year grant award, so the same level of funding is expected to be received in 2012 and 2013.

The Hall Family Foundation awarded $742,538 to help TMC provide high quality care to the thousands of underinsured individuals we serve. The gift will provide access to primary care, women’s health and medications to TMC’s most vulnerable patients.

The Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City awarded a second year of funding for TMC’s innovative Guided Chronic Care™ program in the amount of $249,985.

TMC CF received two major gifts — $100,000 from the Avon Foundation and $52,676 from Susan G. Komen for the Cure of Greater Kansas City — to support TMC’s patient navigator program.

Grandma’s Alzheimer Fund, established by Kathleen and Joe Woods in memory of Kathleen’s mother, gave TMC CF a $120,000 grant to establish the Grandma’s Alzheimer Endowment Fund.

The Ralph L. Smith Foundation made a generous gift to help build a new wellness center at Hospital Hill. The center will provide TMC employees with additional fitness opportunities.

Proud to be Truman, TMC’s Employee Giving campaign, raised more than $65,000 to fund employee initiated wellness projects across the hospital. The number of employees making pledges to the 2011 campaign rose 38% from the previous year.

Through its partnership with the Kansas City Chiefs, TMC received $115,000 as the beneficiary of the 101 Awards Banquet.

TMC CF Signature Events collectively raised more than $350,000 and reached an audience of more than 1,000 — many of whom were new to TMC and its mission.
Women’s Health

TMC helps and encourages all women to actively promote good health within their families. Our comprehensive women’s health programs combine education, clinical care and research to meet the needs of Kansas City women of all ages and stages of life.

Thirty percent of all births in Jackson County occur at TMC hospitals. Philanthropic support of Women’s Health Programs ensures excellent care during prenatal and labor/delivery care, as well as the life-saving care sometimes needed in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. When it comes to the care of babies and their mothers, TMC delivers!

Since its beginning, Fashion For A Cause has raised more than $800,000 to support the vital care given to mothers and their babies served by Truman Medical Centers. The 2011 event, Friday Night Lights, was held at the New Arrowhead Stadium. Led by Honorary Chairs Rachael and Nelson Sabates and Event Co-Chairs Abby Albers, Chadwick Brooks and Kristen Lewis, the event featured a patrons’ reception, runway show and after party. Guests were treated to the styles and fashions of some of Kansas City’s most noted boutiques and designers including: Alaskan Fur, CHURCHILL, feng, Girl Boutique, Joselyn Himes, Hudson & Jane, Standard Style, and Swimwear Solution.

Fashion For A Cause 2011 event leadership (left-right) Kristen Lewis, Chadwick Brooks, Rachael and Nelson Sabates, and Abby Albers.

Kansas City Chiefs Ambassador Tony Reed joins other runway models in the grand finale of Fashion For A Cause 2011.

Dave Kendrick, executive director of the Greater Kansas City Building and Construction Trades Council and Jim Dawson, executive director of the TMC Charitable Foundation.
Thanks to generous philanthropic support and an opportunity to secure funding through a bond issue, the new Lakewood Family Birthplace is on track to open in the fall of 2011. The 19-bed expansion will include an upgraded triage area, improved infant security, a large nursery and increased delivery capacity.

A key component of the fundraising campaign for the Lakewood Family Birthplace is the Golf Baby Golf Tournament. Since its inception, Golf Baby Golf has raised more than $429,000 for TMC Lakewood. Thirty-six golf teams and more than seventy volunteers, led by event co-chairs Patt Lawlor and Jim Murray, helped to raise over $120,000 at the 2011 event. The highlight of the tournament was when 1,500 individually numbered golf balls were dropped from a helicopter onto the driving range. The ticket-holders of the three balls closest to the hole won fabulous prizes!
MC has a long track record of support from those who want to help members of our community. TMC Behavioral Health provides mental health and substance abuse services to the people of Kansas City and Eastern Jackson County. TMC has a proven record of supporting Behavioral Health programs, largely through the annual Benefit at the Bristol.

The 15th Annual Benefit at the Bristol presented by Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc. was a grand slam! More than 400 guests welcomed members of the Royals 1985 World Series Championship team as celebrity guests. Thanks to the generosity of so many throughout Kansas City, this year’s Benefit at the Bristol netted more than $138,000. It was a record-breaking year in attendance and in sponsorships.
Patient demand continues to grow for TMC’s quality cancer care. But our existing Oncology Center is outdated and no longer meets the needs of TMC patients. A new and enlarged Oncology Center will be housed on the fifth floor of Hospital Hill Center, across from the main hospital. This past year, the Charitable Foundation launched an Oncology Center fundraising campaign that will continue during the next 24 to 30 months. The expansion is projected to cost $5 million. To date more than $600,000 has been raised or pledged.

Because of you

- Lakewood Long Term Care residents are able to maintain a high quality of life by staying connected with the community through participation in offsite activities.

- Alzheimer patients have access to physical exercise equipment, art therapy and other recreation opportunities.

- Cancer patients at TMC – two-thirds of whom are uninsured or rely on Medicaid – receive practical and emotional support such as bus passes, cell phones and connection to resources in addition to their physical treatment.
Art has long been known to aid in the healing process. The Healing Arts at TMC creates a soothing and healing environment for patients, employees and visitors through various programs. These include the First Friday Concert Series, the Healing Arts Gallery, and high-quality art on display throughout each hospital. The Center for the Healing Arts addresses the emotional needs of patients and families, as well as TMC’s caregivers. Our goal is to improve patient services and to attract, develop and retain high quality employees at TMC.
The Kansas City Chiefs want to tackle more than just pesky running backs. They want to take on a bigger challenge — our community’s health. And they have teamed up with TMC to go to battle.

The partnership is already reaping benefits. At community festivals and health fairs, representatives of the Chiefs and TMC have been on hand to distribute information on healthy eating habits, teach simple exercise routines and promote overall wellness.

In addition to the Chiefs partnership, TMC continues to lead the way to a healthier community through innovative programs such as Guided Chronic Care™, Passport to Wellness and the Healthy Harvest Produce Market.

TMC believes that employee wellness is critical to community wellness. Our employees are encouraged to lead by example; modeling fitness, wellness and disease prevention to the communities we serve.

A generous gift from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Kansas City enabled TMC to expand the hours of our weekly Healthy Harvest Produce Market.

Because of you

- TMC holds monthly classes, coordinates a breast awareness fair and conducts breast health and awareness classes in local high schools.

- Patients, staff and members of the local community have access to fresh fruits and vegetables through the Healthy Harvest Produce Market.

- Patients can access free or discounted medications so that they no longer have to choose between their medication and other basic needs.
At TMC, we believe that everyone deserves quality healthcare – whether they have insurance or not. As the largest provider of uncompensated care in Kansas City, TMC cares for a large population of patients who have little or no means to pay for their care. To help provide essential services to the most vulnerable members of our community, we created the TruFACES (Fundamental, Accessible, Compassionate Everyday Services) Direct Patient Care Fund.

Last year, gifts to the TruFACES Direct Patient Care Fund ranged from $2 to $15,000 and came from 281 different donors. Nineteen percent of individuals giving to TruFACES were new donors, and more than half of those new gifts were from grateful patients.

Gifts to the TruFACES fund make possible clinical and medical services to our underserved patients. These gifts make a difference to our patients by providing in-patient meals and medications, preventive care, interpretive services, blood tests and more.

At a September 2010 TMC Board Meeting, the Charitable Foundation presented TMC with a check for $127,757.90 as part of the TruFACES campaign. (left to right) Doug Curran, Paul Black and John Bluford.

Because of you

- Cancer patients have access to nutritional supplements to alleviate the side effects of chemotherapy.
- Outstanding artwork throughout the hospital helps patients heal.
- A routine ultrasound saved Kim’s daughter’s life by identifying complications in Kim’s pregnancy.
- Debbie survived breast cancer, despite being turned away from other hospitals due to lack of insurance.
Memders of the William Volker Heritage Society have helped to ensure Truman Medical Centers’ future growth by including the TMC Charitable Foundation in their wills and in other estate plans. William Volker’s pioneering philanthropy enhanced hospitals, schools and people’s lives in early 20th-century Kansas City. A gift from his estate created the TMC Charitable Foundation in 1979. Volker Society members’ names are displayed on the Donor Wall of Appreciation at TMC Hospital Hill.

Estate of Carol A. Ainsworth
Christine Alexander
Don H. Alexander
Suzanne E. Allen
Debra L. Bass
Eliot S. Berkley
Nona G. Bolling*
John P. Borden
Margaret Borden
Mary Shaw Branton
Robert A. Brooks
Joan M. Bruderer
Thomas D. Cairns, Jr. Trust
Carl L. Chinnery
Jean Chinnery
Donald H. Chisholm*
Millie Chisholm
Charles E. Curran*
Joan F. Curran
Ann L. Darke
Arthur A. Davis III
Arthur A. Davis, Jr.
Hope Davis
Marianne Davis
Diane C. Deadwyler
John B. Deadwyler
Ernest W. Dill Estate
Neil T. Douthat
Peggy Dunn
Terrence Dunn
Charles A. Eddy
Donna Eddy
Rose H. Eisenman Estate
Jo Ann S. Field
Russell M. Fiorella
Evelyn Gorten
Gary T. Goss
Janet Goss
Karl Hanzelius Estate
Leslie K. High
Randal High
Pauline L. Hodgins Trust
E. J. Holland
Sharon K. Hunter*
Don Kahan
Thomas W. Kirgis*
Harry E. Kuba*
Sharon Kuba
Mary Lee Lacy Marital Trust
David Leonhardt
Christine Lewis*
Estate of Bertha M. Lewis-Giaquinto
Elizabeth Loeb*
Liz Anne McElhaney
Anne McGee
Joseph J. McGee*
John McNally
Pam McNally
Marsha L. Morgan
Margaret S. Neal Estate
Russell J. Ohan
Stanley Patton*
Janet Reimer
Ronald C. Reimer
Fred Rich
Betty Snapp
Terry L. Snapp
Vivian J. Sosland*
Ronald C. Spradley
Aggie Stackhaus
Christine Sullivan
Ann Sundeen
John E. Sundeen
Jerome S. Tilzer
Rita Tilzer*
Jane L. VanSant
Arch W. Wade Trust
Harry C. Wall*
Tacille K. Wall
Estate of Lanore Williams
Dan J. Williams
Marilee Williams
Pamela Williams
Paul A. Williams
Charles Wilson*
Mildred M. Wilson*
Mary Linna Woods
Richard D. Woods
* deceased

Heritage … A gift of lasting value … Preservation, continuity and a continued legacy for the future.
The Touchstone Society

Touchstone ... A basis for comparison. That reference point against which other things are evaluated and measured.

The Touchstone Society honors lifetime giving by individuals, businesses, foundations and organizations to the Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation. Every Society member has provided cumulative cash gifts of $25,000 or more. Each of them personifies the TMC commitment to provide quality healthcare to the Kansas City community. Names of Touchstone members are listed on the Donor Wall of Appreciation at TMC Hospital Hill.

Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Christine and Don Alexander
Suzanne Eleanor Allen
American Cancer Society, K.C. Metro Office
American Century Foundation
Anonymous
Aquila, Inc.
Assurant Employee Benefits
Avon Foundation
Back in the Swing
Bank of America
Baptist-Trinity Lutheran Legacy Foundation
Geraldine and R. A. Barrows Foundation
George K. Baum Foundation
Bill* and June Beaver
Eliot S. Berkley
Black Community Fund
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kansas City
Joanne and John Bluford III
Mary Shaw Branton
Beverly and Robert Brooks III
The Brown Family Fund
Herb and Bonnie Buchbinder
Burns & McDonnell, Inc.
The Stephen and Joan Carter Family
Chiefs Children's Fund
Millie Chisholm
The Cleveland Foundation
Jerome* and Jeannette Cohen
COMBAT Grant Administrator
Community Network for Behavioral Healthcare, Inc.
Cosentino Family
Coventry Health Care of Kansas, Inc.
Louetta M. Cowden Foundation, Arthur H.
Bowen and Bank of America, Trustees
Louis & Dorothy Cuminow Foundation
Daughters of Charity Foundation
George and Elizabeth Davis Charitable Fund
Gary Dickinson Family Charitable Foundation
Catherine D. Disch
Maria Donigan and Mark Thornhill
Fran and Neil Douthat
DST Systems, Inc.
J.E. Dunn Construction Company
Dunn Family Foundation
Peggy and Terry Dunn
RJ Dutton Incorporated
Rose H. Eisenman Estate
Evolv Solutions, LLC
Faultless Linen
Milton W. Feld Charitable Trust
Elaine Feld-Stern Charitable Trust
Randall and Helen Ferguson
Charles & Jennie Fermaturo Foundation
Jo Ann S. Field
Sally Firestone Foundation
First Scout Realty Advisors, Inc.
FMH Benefit Services
J.M. Forrest Charitable Trust
Francis Family Foundation
Bill Gibson*
Goppert Foundation
Arvin Gottlieb Charitable Foundation
Gould Charitable Foundation
Grandma's Alzheimer Fund
Great Plains Energy
Greater KC Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure
Greater Kansas City Building & Construction Trades Council
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
Greater Lee's Summit Health Care Foundation
Trent Green Family Foundation
The H&R Block Foundation
Hall Family Foundation
Hallmark Cards, Inc.
Dr. James and Linda Hamilton
Karl Hanzelius Estate
Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City
Health Care USA
The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
Heart of America Community AIDS Partnership/DIFFA
George W. Hedgepeth Trust
Shirley & Barnett Helzberg Foundation
Shirley and Barnett Helzberg
Karen and Henry Herrmann
Jean and Walter* Hiersteiner
Josephine Hobbs Trust
Pauline L. Hodgens Trust
Tom and Denise Holcol
Homelessness Trust Fund
Sarah Ingram-Eiser
Intervential Technologies
Jackson Cty. Community Mental Health Fund
Jewish Heritage Foundation of Greater Kansas City
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Thomas M. Johnson, M.D. Trust
Herbert Vincent Jones, Jr. Foundation - Bank of America, Trustee
Junior League of KCMO
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
Kansas City Free Health Clinic
Kansas City Power & Light
Kansas City Southern
Kao Family Foundation
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
The Ewing M. Kauffman Fund for Greater Kansas City
Muriel McBrien Kauffman Foundation
R.C. Kemper Charitable Trust
William T. Kemper Foundation - Commerce Bank Trustee
David Woods Kemper Memorial Foundation
Alta Knoop Estate
Charles W. Koester, Jr.
Joe and Kathleen Woods presented Jim Dawson and Charlie Shields with $120,000 to create an endowment supporting TMC Lakewood’s Alzheimer’s Unit.

Carol and John Kornitzer
The Kresge Foundation
Sharon and Harry* Kuba
Mary Lee Lacy Marital Trust
Lakewood Anesthesia, P.C.
Christine Lewis*
Estate of Bertha M. Lewis-Giaquinto
Linda Lighton and Lynn Adkins
Harlan Limpus Family
Lockton Companies, LLC
Elizabeth Loeb*
Jacob & Ella Loose Foundation
The J. E. and L. E. Mabee Foundation, Inc.
The Edward G. and Kathryn E. Mader Foundation
Arthur Mag Foundation
March of Dimes - Greater Kansas City Chapter
Jean and Tom McDonnell
The McGee Foundation
Medical Imaging, Inc.
Harold and Marilyn Melcher Foundation
Menorah Legacy Foundation
Mental Health America of the Heartland
Merck & Company
Heritage Portfolio Management
The Jack and Helyn Miller Foundation
Janet and Marshall Miller
Missouri Bank
MO. Dept. of Medical Service, Div. DFS
Jean and James* Morgan
The Morgan Family Foundation
Bill and Sara Morgan
Marsha and Leon Morgan
Morrison Healthcare Food Services
National Association of Chain Drug Stores Foundation
National Starch & Chemical Co.
Margaret S. Neal Estate
The George H. Nettleton Home
Miller Nichols Charitable Foundation
Miller* and Jeannette Nichols
Jeannette T. Nichols
Oppenentz Brothers Foundation
Pepsi Cola General Bottlers
Sharla J. Peters
Betsy and Larry Piebenga
Pioneer Services, a division of MidCountry Bank
Lewis M. Popper
Harry Portman Charitable Trust
Gwyn Prentice and Andrew Atterbury
Prime Health Foundation
John* and Mary Pritchard
Carl J. and Josephine A. Privitera and Families
REACH Healthcare Foundation
Regnier Family Foundation
Janet and Ronald Reimer
J.B. Reynolds Foundation
Royals Charities
Joan and Troy Runnion
Saint Joseph Health Center Foundation
Phil and Toni Sanders
sanofi-aventis Pharmaceuticals
Victor and Caroline E. Schutte Foundation
Ethel H. Scrivner*
Diane, Vince and Angela Seif
Marly and John Sherman
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.
SkillBuilders Fund
Ralph L. Smith Foundation
Smith Fries Foundation
The Sosland Families
Sosland Foundation
Victor Speas Foundation
John W. & Effie E. Speas Memorial Trust
Spencer, Fane, Britz and Browne LLP
State Street
Ginni and Mark Steele
Stinson Morrison Hecker
Strauss Family Endowment
Christine Sullivan
Ann and John Sundeen
The Sunderland Foundation
Superior Bowen Asphalt Co.
Edward F. Swinney Foundation
SYNTHEs
ten-Ten Foundation
Tension Envelope Corporation
TMC Behavioral Health Network
TMC Hospital Hill Auxiliary
TMC Lakewood Auxiliary
TMC Medical-Dental Staff
TMC WIC - Women Infants & Children Nutrition Program
The Trustmark Foundation
The Courtney S. Turner Charitable Trust
US Bank
UMKC
Union Hill Anesthesia, PC
United Way of Greater Kansas City
University Physician Associates
The G. W. Van Keppel Company
Susan and Daniel Van Petten
William Volker Estate
Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc.
Walgreens
Dr.* and Mrs. Harry C. Wall
Kelly and Peter Walsh
The Whitaker Foundation
Woman’s Athletic Club
Women’s Foundation of Greater Kansas City
Libby and William Worley
Henry E. Wurst Family Foundation
*deceased
Members of the TMC Steppingstone Council are those donors who made gifts of $5,000 or more to Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011. Through their generous giving each year, Steppingstone Council members help TMC provide the highest levels of health care — in Kansas City and in the nation. Their names are displayed on the Donor Wall of Appreciation at TMC Hospital Hill.
Cornerstone … A fundamental element that intersects and connects to provide essential, indispensable and basic support to the structure.

Our Cornerstone Council honors individuals and organizations who made charitable gifts of $1,000 – $4,999 to Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011. Their annual support advances TMC’s vital programs and services. Current members of the Cornerstone Council are listed on the Donor Wall of Appreciation at TMC Hospital Hill.

The Cornerstone Council

O

1st Continental Group, Inc.
Natalia Acosta
Albers Medical Inc.
Alexander Open Systems
Christine and Don Alexander
Andrews McMeel Universal
Foundation
Anonymous
Linda and Charles Bartels
Harpreet Basran
Debbie and Neil Bass
McPherson Beall III
Joan and Bert Berkley
BKD, LLP
Black Community Fund
Blue Springs Ford Lincoln Mercury
Ira and Florita M. Brady Foundation
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Loretta Britton
Beverly and Robert Brooks III
Chadwick Brooks
Judy and Paul Broome
Joan Bruderer
Rose Bryant
candid marketing and communications
Mitzi and Steve Cardenas
Children’s Mercy Family Health Partners
Chinnery Evans & Nail, P.C.
Dr. Valerie Chow and Judge Jon R. Gray
Chanette Coleman
Commerce Bank
Commonwealth Fund
Coventry Health Care of Kansas, Inc.
Cross-Midwest Tire
Terri and Douglas Curran
Patricia and Mark Daly
Christina and Devin Datta
Dean Machinery Co.
Deffenbaugh Industries Inc.
E. Grey Dimond
Lynda Donegan
Maria Donigan and Mark Thornhill
Fran and Neil Douthat
Cindy Eckert
Amy and David Embry
Joe and Sue Fahey
Randall and Helen Ferguson
Gerald E. Finke
Julie and Robert Fisher
Carolyn and David Folk
Gerson Family Foundation
Joanne and Matthew Gratton
Great Plains Energy
The Greater Kansas City Chapter of The Links, Inc.
H & R Block Bank
Debbie and Kenneth Hageman
Adele and Donald Hall, Sr.
Drs. James and Linda Hamilton
Heartland Electric Corporation
Betty and Robert Hertzog
Homelessness Trust Fund
IBM Corporation
Industrial Development Authority of KCMO
Integra Lifesciences Corporation
Integrated Healthcare Strategies
Iron Mountain
Jackson County Department of Finance
James B. Nutter & Co.
Marcia Johnson
Sue and Allen Johnson
Harry S. Jonas
Carole J. Jones
Laura and Lowry Jones, Jr.
Kansas City Medical Sales Inc.
Kansas City Power & Light
Karl Storz Endoscopy America, Inc.
Muriel McBrien Kauffman Foundation
Carol and John Kornitzer
Eleanor and David Lisbon, Jr.
Lockton Companies, LLC
Liz and Greg Maday
Jill and Jim Maidhof
Sandra and Albert Mauro
Laurie and Dennis McCormack
McGown Gordon Construction
W. K. McNabney
Mary Kay McPhee and William Pfeiffer
Rene and John Meara
Medical Imaging, Inc.
Keith Merrill
Mid-America Orthopedics
Janet and Marshall Miller
Missouri Care Health Plan
MMC Contractors
Jean and James’ Mongan
Michael F. Morrissey
James Murray
Jeannette T. Nichols
Virginia Lady Norfleet
Orthopaedic Research & Education Foundation
Elise M. Owens Trust
Padgett Family Foundation, Inc.
David N. Palmer
Park University
Parmelee Foundation, Inc.
Estate of Stanley Patton
Pam and Charles Pfeffer
Margi and Keith Pence
Liz and Bruce Pendleton, Sr.
Perfect Outpatient of Kansas City, LLC
Pharmacy Systems, Inc.
Judith and David Pochatko
Polsinelli Shugart PC
Lawrence Ricci
Riteway Maintenance & Supply, Inc.
Roadbuilders Machinery and Supply Co., Inc.
R. Mills Roberts
Carmen and Felix Sabates, Sr.
Rachael and Nelson Sabates
Anne and Michael Sheehan
Brenda and Charles Shields
Frank Sickel
Diane Sloan
Helene and Jeffrey Slocum
Smith Fries Foundation
Ryan Snyder
Vivian & Hymie J. Josland Charitable Trust
Mary Lou and Wilber Spalding, Jr.
Sprint Foundation
Ginni and Mark Steele
Linda and Lee Steinberg
Denise and Mike Strohm
Stryker Craniomaxillofacial
Christine Sullivan
Annie Sweeney
Martha and Allen Tatman
Team Office LLC
Ten-Ten Foundation
Thetia Boule Foundation
Tivo
TMC Department of Emergency Medicine
TMC Department of OB/GYN
TMC Lakewood Administration
Torosian Foundation
Sally Tranin
Two West, Inc.
UBS
UMB Bank
UMKC
UMKC School of Medicine
Union Bank
Susan and Daniel Van Petten
Visitation Church
Jeffrey W. Wall
The Wally Foundation, Inc.
Kelly and Peter Walsh
Brock Wentz
Ellen J. Westendorf
Joy Wheeler
Dr. Roger and Everlyn Williams
Joseph Witham
William V. Wobach
The Thomas & Sally Wood Family Foundation
Henry E. Wurst Family Foundation
Zona Rosa Community Foundation
*deceased

Fashion For A Cause Honorary Chairs Dr. and Mrs. Nelson Sabates with Dr. and Mrs. Leo Morton.
## Fiscal Year 2011 Honor Roll of Gifts

### $1,000,000+
- Hall Family Foundation
- Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City
- Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc.
- University Physician Associates
- Pepsi Cola General Bottlers
- Oppenstein Brothers Foundation
- The George H. Nettleton Home
- Greater Kansas City Building & Construction Trades Council
- The Brown Family Fund
- Kansas City Chiefs Football Club
- Gladys Kelce Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
- Konrath
- Konrath Family Foundation
- Lakewood Anesthesia, P.C.
- Morrison Healthcare Food Services
- Harry Portman Charitable Trust
- Rand Construction Company
- Janet and Ronald Reimer
- J.B. Reynolds Foundation
- Phil and Toni Sanders
- Marny and John Sherman
- Dorsie Short Trust
- Ralph L. Smith Foundation
- Strauss Family Endowment
- Stryker Orthopaedics
- TMC Medical-Dental Staff
- The Trustmark Foundation
- Union Hill Anesthesia, PC
- The G. W. Van Keppel Company

### $50,000-$99,999
- Anonymous
- J.E. Dunn Construction Company
- Greater KC Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure
- Menorah Legacy Foundation
- Walgreens

### $25,000-$49,999
- American Cancer Society, K.C. Metro Office
- Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kansas City
- Gould Charitable Foundation
- Greater Kansas City Building & Construction Trades Council
- The George H. Nettleton Home
- Oppenstein Brothers Foundation
- Pepsi Cola General Bottlers
- University Physician Associates
- Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc.

### $5,000-$9,999
- Bill* and June Beaver
- Joanne and John Bluford III
- Adam Bold
- Cintas Document Management
- Cosentino Family
- Kathleen and James Dawson
- Benjamin E. and Ruth F. Dreyfoos Memorial Trust
- DST Systems, Inc.
- Peggy and Terry Dunn
- Faultless Linen
- Jo Ann S. Field
- Sally Firestone Foundation
- Francis Family Foundation
- Vicki and William George, Jr.
- Lisa and Tom Godlasky
- Greater Lee's Summit Health Care Foundation
- Amy and Brian Ipsen
- Patricia and James Lawlor
- Limpus Enterprises, Inc.
- Limpus Properties, LLC
- Meritage Portfolio Management
- Milliman, Inc.
- Marsha and Leon Morgan
- P1 Group
- Pioneer Services, a division of MidCountry Bank
- Gwyn Prentice and Andrew Atterbury

### $1,000-$4,999
- 1st Continental Group Inc.
- Natasha Acosta
- Albers Medical Inc.
- Alexander Open Systems
- Christine and Don Alexander
- Andrews McMeel Universal Foundation
- Anonymous
- Linda and Charles Bartels
- Harpreet Basran
- Debbie and Neil Bass
- McPherson Beall III
- Joan and Bert Berkley
- BKD, LLP
- Black Community Fund
- Blue Springs Ford Lincoln
- Mercury
- Ira and Florita M. Brady Foundation
- Brigham and Women's Hospital
- Loretta Britton
- Beverly and Robert Brooks III
- Chadwick Brooks
- Judy and Paul Broome
- Joan Bruderer
- Amy and Brian Ipsen
- Mitzi and Steve Cardenas
- Children's Mercy Family Health Partners
- Chinnery Evans & Nail, P.C.
- Dr. Valerie E. Chow & Judge Jon R. Gray
- Chantell Coleman
- Commerce Bank
- Commonwealth Fund
- Coventry Health Care of Kansas, Inc.
- Cross-Midwest Tire
- Terri and Douglas Curran
- Patricia and Mark Daly
- Christina and Devin Datta
- Dean Machinery Co.
- Deffenbaugh Industries Inc.
- E. Grey Dimond
- Lynda Donegan
- Maria Donigan and Mark Thornhill
- Fran and Neil Douthat
- Cindy Eckert
- Amy and David Embry
- Joe and Sue Fahey
- Randall and Helen Ferguson
- Gerald E. Finke
- Julie and Robert Fisher
- Carolyn and David Fulk
- Gerson Family Foundation
- Joanne and Matthew Gratton
- Great Plains Energy
- The Greater Kansas City Chapter of The Links, Inc.
- H & R Block Bank
- Debbie and Kenneth Hageman
- Adele and Donald Hall, Sr.
- Drs. James and Linda Hamilton
- Heartland Electric Corporation
- Betty and Robert Hertzog
- Homelessness Trust Fund
- IBM Corporation
- Industrial Development Authority of KCMO
- Integra Lifesciences Corporation
- Integrated Healthcare Strategies
- Iron Mountain
- Jackson County Department of Finance
- James B. Nutter & Co.
- Marcia Johnson
- Sue and Allen Johnson
- Harry S. Jonas
- Carole J. Jones
- Laura and Lowry Jones, Jr.
- Kansas City Medical Sales Inc.
- Kansas City Power & Light
- Karl Storz Endoscopy America, Inc.
- Muriel McBrien Kauffman Foundation
- Carol and John Kornitzer
- Eleanor and David Lisbon, Jr.
- Lockton Companies, LLC
- Liz and Greg Maday
- Jill and Jim Maitz
- Sandra and Albert Mauro
- Laurie and Dennis McCormack
- McCown Gordon Construction
- W. K. McNabney
Mary Kay McPhee and William Pfeiffer
Rene and John Meara
Medical Imaging, Inc.
Keith Merrill
Mid-America Orthopedics
Janet and Marshall Miller
Missouri Care Health Plan
MMC Contractors
Jean and James* Mongan
Michael F. Morrissey
James Murray
Virginia Lady Norfleet
Orthopaedic Research & Education Foundation
Elsie M. Owens Trust
Padgett Family Foundation, Inc.
David N. Palmer
Park University
Parmelee Foundation, Inc.
Estate of Stanley Patton
Pam and Charles Peffer
Margi and Keith Pence
Liz and Bruce Pendleton, Sr.
Perfect Output of Kansas City, LLC
Pharmacy Systems, Inc.
Judith and David Pochatko
Polsinelli Shughart PC
Lawrence Ricci
Riteway Maintenance & Supply, Inc.
Roadbuilders Machinery and Supply Co., Inc.
R. Mills Roberts
Carmen and Felix Sabates, Sr.
Rachael and Nelson Sabates
Anne and Michael Sheehan
Brenda and Charles Shields
Frank Sickel
Diane Sloan
Helene and Jeffrey Slocum
Smith Fries Foundation
Ryan Snyder
Vivian & Hymie J. Sosland Charitable Trust
Mary Lou and Wilber Spalding, Jr.
Sprint Foundation
Ginni and Mark Steele
Linda and Lee Steinberg
Denise and Mike Strohm
Stryker Craniomaxillofacial
Christine Sullivan
Annie Sweeney
Martha and Pete Tatman
Team Office LLC
Ten-Ten Foundation
Theta Boule Foundation
Tivoli
TMC Department of Emergency Medicine
TMC Department of OB/GYN
TMC Lakewood Administration
Torosian Foundation
Sally Tranin
Two West, Inc.
UBS
UMK Bank
UMKC
UMKC School of Medicine
Union Bank
Susan and Daniel Van Petten
Visitation Church
Jeff Wall
The Wally Foundation, Inc.
Kelly and Peter Walsh
Brock Wentz
Ellen J. Westdorp, M.D.
Joy Wheeler
Drs. Roger and EVERLYN Williams
Joseph Witham
William V. Wolbach
The Thomas & Sally Wood Family Foundation
Henry E. Wurst Family Foundation
Zona Rosa Community Foundation
Mary Elizabeth Colvin
Daniel Connealy
Louis & Dorothy Cumnov Foundation
R. Norman Cuttill
Hope and Arthur Davis III
Dr. Leodis and Mrs. June Davis
Marcos DeLeon
Derreck Thomas Academy
Deborah Dooley
Lin and Mark Dunlap
ECCO Select
Excel Anesthesia, LLC
Eric Frankel
Barbara Furgason Kurz
Barney Goodman Fund
Great Plains Surgical
Nora and R. Stephen Griffith
Julie and Gerard Grimaldi
Carl Hamke
Habeeba Hashimi
Healthcare Institute Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hechler
Brandon Herrmreck
Leslie and Randal High
Tom and Denise Holcom
Jill Jacobson and William Truong
Kathryn Jaynes
Sally and Jim Jenkins
Alicia and William Jennings
Kansas City Area Life Science Institute, Inc.
Jerry & Joy Kaplan
Mary and John Kort
Sara and Peter Koulou
Damian Lair
Matt Lanigan
Benny Lee & Edith Lee
Enid and Peter Levi
Kristen Lewis
Michael Lintecum
Mark Long
Kathleen Lorling
Babs and William Lowenstein
Dr. Chris and Jayne Maeda
Jeannine Midgett
Melissa and Bryan Moon
Murphy Tractor & Equipment Co., Inc.
Miller Nichols Charitable Foundation
Joshua Niemann
Margaret and Dennis O’Leary
Lisa Osgood
Betsy and Larry Piebenga
Bradley Poland
Mariana and Abraham Poulouse
Jackie Putzier
Penny and Gene Riefors
Amanda and David Rismiller
Shauna Roberts and Gerald Early
Cynthia and Joseph A. Salomone III
Scandia Down
Caroline P. Seipp
Jeanne and David Seldner
Celia and Tom Shriwise
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101 Awards co-presenting sponsors, John Walker of Perfect Output and Jeanette Prenger of ECCO Select with TMC CEO John Bluford.
Susan G. Komen for the Cure of Greater Kansas City awarded TMC $52,676 to support our Patient Navigator program. Susan G. Komen board members visited with TMC staff during a visit to our Oncology Center. Standing - Jo Beth Herrick, Oncology Center manager, and Bennie Turner, Patient Navigator Seated - Mary Buschman, Komen Board; Laurie Roberts, Komen Board; Lori Maris, Komen executive director; George Verscheden, Komen Board.

Harold Siglar  
Mary and Robert Smith  
Jarene and Lee Stanford  
Bo and Bill Stueck  
Swope Community Enterprises  
Ursula Terrasi  
Grace Thompson  
Jerome Tilzer  
Mabel Tinjaca  
TMC Department of Pathology  
Trimed, Inc.  
Alice and Daniel Waite  
The Wal-Mart Foundation  
Christal Watson  
Maurice Watson  
Theresa Weekes  
Barbara L. Zubeck

$250-$499
Alisa Ash  
James G. Baker  
Elizabeth and David Bamberger  
Jean Basore  
Rita and Irwin Blitt  
Lila and Daniel Bortnick  
April Bright  
Anne Burkhart  
Thomas Butch  
Diana and Joe Carter  
LeAna Y. Champion  
Linda Childress  
Chubb Insurance  
Lin Clark  
Clara and Harry Cleberg  
Kelley and William Colby  
Community Network for Behavioral Healthcare, Inc.  
Comprehensive Mental Health Services, Inc.  
Copaken Family Foundation  
Anna-Marie Cunningham  
Ruth and David Dahl  
Carol and John Daly  
Cortney Daly  
Rhesa and John Dane  
Hope Y. Davis  
Erika and David Dickey  
Darcy Dinneny  
Janelle DiPaola  
Sharon and Dmeter Dragovich  
Marianne and Jerome Dunklin  
Changiz Fardipour  
First Scout Realty Advisors, Inc.  
Frances G. Foerschler  
Sharilyn Gasaway  
Suzee Gay  
Gretchen Gold  
Gold N Designs

Judge Jon R. Gray  
& Dr. Valerie E. Chow  
Clara and Ruvane Grossman  
R.E. Gunter  
Sandra and Gerald Handley  
William Hans  
Berndette Harrity  
Jacklyn and Donald Hasso  
Suzanne and Helmut Haug  
Teresa Hensley  
Devon Himes  
Laura R. Hockaday  
Merrily Jackson  
Frances Jaeger  
Cynthia R. Jefferson  
Carole S. Jones  
Carolyn Jones  
Catherine and Robert Jones  
Shawn Lang  
Rebecca and Craig Leonard  
Barbara Lewis  
Teresa Lienhop  
Shelly Maloney  
Elisabeth Martin  
Pamela McCoy-Bean  
Marilyn McFarland  
Shirley Migletz  
Barbara Ness  
 NAN and Richardson Noback  
Kasia Ochs  
Judith Oppenheim  
Benjamin and Ali Panos  
Patricia and Joseph Parker, Jr.  
Hallie and Buck Peavey  
Joel Pefofsky  
Janice Pennewell  
Katie and Dominic Peraud  
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity  
Cheryl and Joseph Pilsl  
Jeanette Prenger  
Janet and Robert Prichard  
Rediscover  
Brigid Reisch  
Debra and Steven Rowley  
Brooke Runnion  
Vijaya and Prem Samuel  
Patricia Scott  
Mary Ann and Frank Sebree II  
Linda Sharp  
Meredith Shellner  
Lori Sherk  
Janet and Richard Simpson  
Melinda Smith  
Vicki S. Smith  
Lindsay Sproul  
Le Ane and Peter Story  
Glenn Talboy, Jr.  
Linda Tiller  
Robin and Terry Trafton II  
Alex Valverde  
Lisa Walter  
Barbara Warner  
Ryan Watson  
James Westbrook  
Steve Williams  
Victoria Williams  
Joanne and Raleigh Wilson  
Womens Clinic of Johnson County  
Sheridan and Bob Wood  
Gwen and Timothy Wurst

$100-$249
Florence Adegoke  
Darren Alexander  
Stacey Algren  
Jennifer Alsup  
American Hospital Association  
Sue and William Anderson  
Christopher and Lisa Angelotti  
Anonymous  
Jodie Ashleman  
Laurie Austin  
Gwen and Richard Aylward  
Shirley and James Barloon  
Brittany Barrett  
Lucena Bartlett  
Sarah and Jonathan Baum  
Constance and Raymond Beagle, Jr.  
Paul Bean  
Bear & Bear Associates  
Christine M. Beard  
Eliot Berkley  
Renee and Mark Bernhardt  
Jennifer Bickham  
Nancy and Louis Binder  
Robert Blandon  
Jennifer Bleko  
Susan Boland  
Ellyn Bold  
Sue and Richard Bond  
Joyce Bornstein  
Jonathan Borus  
Liz Brandt  
Demaira Bridges  
Aimee Brockman
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Mark Brodkey
Vicki and Alan Bronfman
Lynne and Peter Brown
Teresa and Paul Brown
Phyllis and Clifford Browne, Jr.
Michael Bryant
Catherine and Erik Buck
Mary Buren
Darlene Burns
Jessica Byron and James Dumbauld
Michael H. Carter
Catholic Charities of Kansas City-St. Joseph, Inc.
Madeline and Paul Chapman
Betty Childress
Martha Christman
Akin Cil
Carolyn Clark
Cynthia Claxton
Todd Clayman
Kenneth Coleman
Shirley and James Coleman
Virginia Coleman
Judy Conyers
Amy Cordell
James Cowan
Katie Cowan
Kathryn Crawford
Marty and James Crockett
Alice and John Crosby
Jennifer Crumpley
Jackie Curry
Cindy and Mark Davidson
Stephen Davis
Vicky L. Davis
Norma Delgado
Betty Deterding
Sonja Dicken
Danea Dickey
Yvonne DiPaola
Stefan Doerrfeld
Douglas R. Peele & Associates
Ramona Draffen
Marcia Duke
Michele and Gerard Dunham
Lisa Dusselier
Eagle Materials Inc.
Larry Ehren
Laura Eisman
Robert Ellis
Andrew and Sara Ennis
Essl Family Charitable Fund
Shirley and James Estes
Exposure Model & Talent, Inc.
Kelly First
Jan and John Fogarty
Stacey and Don G. Fortin
Adrienne and Justin Fowler
Susan Fox
Sharon Freese
Kristi and Tim Fuemmeler
Mary Ganley
Keith Gard
Diana and Mike Gates
Patty and Gene Gentrup
Ann and Doug Ghertner
Janet and John Gianino
Deanna Gilbert
David Gill
Lisa Glassman
Joanna and Larry Glaze
Frank Goldstin
Donna M. Graessle
Stephen Gray
Jean and Moulton Green, Jr.
Sandra Green
Melinda Gunderson
Tara Gunther
Jodi Gusman
Stuart Guterman
Jean Hall
Catherine Hamilton
Catherine and Eric Harland
Linda Harmon
Amy Hart
Denise Haye
Susan and Ronald Hendee
Judy Hendrix
Daniel Hier
Queen E. Hill
William & Irma Lou Hirsch
Tina Hoff
Amy and Paul Holewinski
Alan Holt
Tom Houlehan
Allan Howell
Cynthia Hughes
Pat Hull
Freda Humes
Sandy Jackson
Socrates C. Jamoulis
Deborah A. Jantsch
Paola and Stephen Jarvis
David Jenkins, M.D.
Pamela Johnson
David Johnston
Lydia A. Jones and G. David Porter
Martha Jones
Debra Joyce
Brenda J. Judd
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
Rita and Gilbert Kahn
David G. Kendrick
Ann and John Kenney III
Deborah Kimball-Robinson
and William A. Robinson
Kathy Kinder
Kathryn A. Knotts
Deanna L. Kohlbrecher
Theresa Lambrecht
Natalie and Roger Larrabee
Adriane and Kevin Latz
Patricia and Jim Law
Marilyn and Charles Lederer, Jr.
Jacqueline and Raymond Levy
Carl Lewis
Moriah Lewis
Susan Lininger
Janet Long
Linda Lowenstein
Jason Lowry
Judith and Michael Madden
John and Rudena Mallory
Christina Martin
Veronica Mazzarese
Linda McAdams
Julie McCann
Judith McCannon
Anthony P. McCarthy
Sarah McClintock
Sara and Scott McConnell
Laura McConwell
Ann and Layton McCoy
Judith and Richard McEachen
Cindy and Michael McNeil
James I. Mertz
Jo Mettenburg and James Zenk
Mary S. Meyer
Judith and John Miers
Melvina M. Milford
Robyn Miller
Ali Mills
Nancy and Thomas Mills
Deborah Morris
Mary Jane and Sere Myers
Robin and Robert Nave
Nikkel Nisbet
North Kansas City Iron & Metal
Northwest Missouri Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, LLC
Retired physician Hal Marshall and his wife Joan donated Asia Enters History No. 5 – a Michael Meyers painting – to TMC.
Larry Marshall, Jim Dawson, Kansas City Chiefs President Mark Donovan and Doug Albers at the Friday Night Lights edition of Fashion For A Cause, held at Arrowhead Stadium.
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Michael O’Dell
Lisa D. Odom
Nolan Ogden
Kathie Panella-Crosby
Alexander N. Pappas
Judy and Major Park, Jr.
Joe Patino
Ann and Gary Patrick
Donna Pattison
Nancy and Scott Pauls
Marie and John Pawsat
Robert A. Pearson
Sunan Pecina
Michael Penner
Shirley Phenix
Lachelle Phinney
Kevin and Tricia Pikey
Barbara and Don Potts
Luke Price
Queen of the Holy Rosary Church
Kirby Randolph
Taylor Reid
Sara and R. Ryan Reynolds
Shauna Roberts and Gerald Early
Laurie Rockhill
CiCi Rojas
Regina Rosser
John Rucker
Joan and Trey Runnion
sanofi-aventis Pharmaceuticals
Marcus L. Scarbrough
Melissa and Tim Schaeffer
Sylvia and Steve Schoenbaum
Shirley and Fred Schoenlaub
Yeas Schorgl
Rosemary G. Schrepfer
Paula and Ralph Schutz
Robert Schwab, M.D.
Jennifer Schwartz
Ruth Schwenk
Donna and John G. Sellinger
Kara Settles and Jeffrey Joyce
Vera and Leland* Sexton
Vidya and Janardana Sharma
Julie and Stuart Shaw
Marla Shelton
Laura Shockley
Blake Smith
Brooke and Jeff Smith
Janice and Earnest Smith
Sharon Snow
Laurie Somers
Keith Spare
Gwen Sprague
Sarah Stanton
Aurora Steffen
James Steffen
Carol Stevens
Thomas Strafuss
Nan and Steven Streen
Barbara and Jack Stuber
Mike Sullivan
Kim S. Summers
Whitney Sunderland
Dawn Sutton
Jennifer and Michael Sykes
Catherine and Adam Tanzer
Betsy Taylor
Nancy A. Taylor
Dorothy Tillman
Ruth and Eugene Trice
US Bank
United States District Court of Minnesota
Katie Van Luchene
Kathleen and Eugene Vandenboom III
Harold E. Voss
Aaron Walde
Jennifer Waterman
Keli Watkins
Mary Beth Welzenbach
Sherry and James Wheaton
Nancy White
Belinda Whitehead
Dana Wicks
Anne and Keith Wiedenkeller
Jerre K. Wiggins
Nancy Wilson
Katie Witcher
Mildred and John Wood
Mark Woodrind
Ebony S. Wright
Andrea Wyatt
Susan and Brian Wyssmann
Barbara and John Yeast
Nasi Zarinkia
Arthur Zunker, Jr.

$1-$99
Mrs. Clara Abdelsamad
Kent Abella
Terry Abella
Kathy and Todd Achelpohl
Ashley Adams
Kathy Adams
LaDonna Adams
Vaughn Airy
Babs Albion
Cecilla Alexander
Janice Alexander
Marcella Alnajar
Janice Altic
Jennifer Ames
Karen Anderson
Margaret Anderson
Traci Angelo
Kari Anson
Marilyn and Billy Antley
Diana Ariagno
David Armstrong
Maggie Aschman
Eric Ashley
Michelle Ashley
Suzanne Asjes
Crystal Askew
Comealia Austin
Stan Avery
Jodie Bachman
Julia Bacon
Janet and Tim Baggett
Lenton Bailey
Regina Bailey
Yvonne Bailey
Kathy Baker
Jennifer Baldwin
Ismat Bano
Emilia Barksdale
Amy Barnard
Cindy Barry
Patty and William Beal
Stephany Beaver
Krista Becker
Paula and Steve Becker
Robert G. Beckers
James Bell, Jr.
Bon Bennett
Kelly Benscoter
Shomari Benton
Maureen and William Berkley
Estelle Berman
Mr. and Mrs. David Bernard
Amanda Berryman
Roberta J. Blaesi
Lois S. Blake
Barry Bloom
Dale Blystone-Sanders
Karen Bock
Angie Bohrer
Carol Bopp
Jana and Terry Bosichert
Pamela Bowen
Jim Bowlin
Carl Boyd
Glenda Boyd
Martha Boyd
Dawn Bradford
Hal Bradford
Melodee Brady
Eula Branton
Cynthia Braxton
Mary J. Brenner
Brenda Brewer
Angela R. Briley
Diane and Larry Brockhaus
Beverly S. Brown
Ryan Brune
Lillian Buchanan
Camille Burditt
Valonda Burke
William Burkholder
Lisa Burks
Charlene Burnett
Carolee and Daniel Burns
Donna and Richard Butin
Mary Butt
Joanne and Gene Cable
Sarrah Cain
Lee Campbell
Monica Canady
Carl and Vita Canaleo
Darla Cardenas
Kimberly Carmichael
Katie Carnahan
Tara Carruth
Deborah Carter
Ronald Carter
Terri Carter
Agnes Caseian
Elizabeth Castillo
Joyce Caton
Charlotte Caviness
Valerie Caye
Maureen Chapman
Rhonda Charboneau-Cooper
Lisa Charlson
Sherry E. Chaplin
Sharleen Clauser
Damon Cluts
Carrie Cohen
Amy and Brad Cohn
Lori Collins
Montoya Collins
Sandy Collins
Donna Colombo
Vicky Conner
Andrea Connolly
Janet Constance
Rebecca Conway
Copilevitz & Canter, L.L.C.
Helen Cortissoz
Brendan Cossette
Blair Cote
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Jerri Courson
Deborah Craig
Roy E. Crane
Jan Crockett
Patty Cudmore
Kevin Cummings
Tanya Cundiff
Kendra Daniels
Cynthia Dantic
Ray Dantic
Joseph N. Danubio
Sarah Darby
Amelia Davenport
Diana M. Davis
Patricia A. Davis
Dana Davis-Harris
Jessica Dean
Levester Dean
Carol Jean DeFeo
Maurena DeJanes
Dawn Delaney
Carrie Denham
Kathye Denney
Mintiab Desisa
Shirley Desselle
Donald L. Dick
Judith Dieckman
Bobby Dietzel
Gina and Steve Dillard
Cheryl Dobbe
Niki Donawa
Elizabeth A. Donnelly
Laura D’Spain
Mertibel Ducass
Edward Dullenty
George and Nancy Dumoff
Helen Dunn
Jill and John Dunn
Phyllis Holter Dunn
Judy Duxbury
Erla Eastabrooks
La Toya Easterwood
Jo Anna and Thomas Edgerton
Stanley Edlavitch
Catherine Edmiston
Sarah Effland
Rachel Eisfelder
Rita Marie Elliott
Calvin E. Engelmann
Linda Engeman
Rhonda and Michael Enss
Charla Eversole
Carol Evrard
Todd Fane
Genevieve Farley
Gloria Faulkner

Arthur Federman
Linda and Franklin Feist
Josephine Feltrop
Tammi Fielder
George Fields
Marshan and Edward Fields
Michele D. Fields
Vickie Figg
Angela and John Finegan
Kelli Fisher
James Flanagan
Barbara Flowers
Christine Foo and Douglas Chan
Kathy Forman
Edith Foster
Keala Fowler-Hilsinger
Aaron Fox
Cynthia Franklin
Elaine Franklin
Diane Frazier
Richa Frazier
Bette J. Friedberg
Susan and Paul Friedrichsmeier
Karen Fulford
Glenna Furrell
Patricia and Harold Gabow
Mailelei Gage
Karen Garcia
Brian Garretson
Teresa Gaul Pearson
Kerry Gaza
Jacqueline and Robert Gershon
Kenna Giambalvo
Jane Gichimu
Amber Giles
Pat Gilgus
Susan Glatter Judy
Gladys Gleason
Nichole Goddard
Zoraida Golding
Laura Gomez-Vega
Johnny Gonzalez
Kelly Gonzalez
Robin and Larry Gordon
Sean Gordon
Sabrina Granberg
Julie Grant
Cheryl Gray
Michael Green
Jade Grimes
Brandi Guetterman
Frances Haas
Glenn Hackbarth
Shannon Hadley
James F. Halling
Lori Beth Hamline

Debra and Bill Hamm
Kitty Hampton
Patti Haney
Dawn Hankes
Thomas Harmon
Diane Harper
Jenna Harper
Alan Harris
Robert Harris
Claudia Hartleben
Janet Harvey
Lori Harvey
Marisol Havellana
Derek Hawkins
Diane Hayes
Kaleia Hayes
Beth and Mark Hecker
Debra and Michael Heinz
Kathi and Mark Helt
Karen Henderson
Tina Hendrix
John Henke
Joe Hennes
Rebecca Hensley-Ward
Adelaida Hernandez
Sherrie Herrick
Janet Hessell
Gwen Hesser
Mark Hickman
Shani Higgins
Kent F. Higman
Deborah Hirsch
Josephine Hobbs Trust
Thomas Hochard
Cindy Hodges
Jessica Hoffman

Jennifer Hogan
Jette Hogenmiller
Laura Holmes
Carolyn and Steve Holtman
Joy Horner
Jeff Howard
Barb Howell
Delberta Huber
Kirsten Hudson
Lisa Hughes
Rosemary Hughes
Kathryn Hughey
Tracie Hume
Michael and Sherry Hunter
Illinois Cement Company
Margurrie Isaac
April Jackson
Karleta Jackson
Katherine Jackson
Christopher S. James
Deborah Jenkins
Eric Jepson
Casey Johnson
Glenda Johnson
Jason O. Johnson
Jeff Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Latonya Johnson
Nick Johnson
Trudy Johnson West
Nicki and Graham Johnston
Jerry Jones
Marilyn Jones
Patricia and Charles Jones
Rhonda Jones
Linda K. Jones-Roe

TMC CEO John Bluford presents Cerner's Julie Hull and Mike Neal with the TruPartner of the Year Award. Evolv Solutions, LLC and University Physician Associates also received the award.
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Jessica Jurado
Catherine Justice
Phyllis and Lawrence Kalender
Janice Kane
Kansas City Picture Cars
Seth Katz
Mickaela Keeling
Tricia Kelley
Michelle Kennedy
Cindy Kenschaft
Helen Kent
Bill Kenton
Sara Kerby
Jill Kerkmeyer
Darla Ketchum
Crissy King
Daniel King
Sam Kinnamom
Theresa Kioh
Brenda Kleoppe
Angela Kline
Deborah Knight
Melissa Knudsen
Cheryl Koehly
Gale Kommer
Ava Krouse
Tiffany Krout
Patricia Kutteles
Audrey Lammers
Josephine Lampston
Paula Laney
Richard Lang
Sirpa Lawson
Jeff Lewis
Debra Liebig
Jennifer Liles
Rita Lindig
Elizabeth Lingenfelter
Mary Kay Liston
Malcolm Litman
Shirley A. Little
Paula Livinston
Janice and James Lloyd, Jr.
Linda Lock
Armita Logan
Ruby Lopeman-Romimus
Millie and Alan Love
Kathy Luehrman
Glenna and Glenn Lunceford
Charles and Ann Lusher
Lutheran Mission
Association Auxiliary
Kelly Lyons
Imber Mack
Kay C. Mackey
Molly Magoon
Dee Mandich
Alice Manning
Chudney Manning
Fred Manning
Betty Jo and Henry Marder
Margaret Martin
Susan Martin
Kim Mason
Jarmel Maxwell
Joann Mayo
Ronald W. McAmis
Linda McCleery
Linda McConwell
Christine McCready
Shelby McCunniff
Donna McCurry
Kevin McDevitt
Kennisha McElroy
Floyd McElwain
Wayne B. McFall
Mike McGaugh
Ginger McIntosh-James
Hollie McKinney
Jane McKinney
Lydia McLaughlin
Gail McLelland
Kathleen McMuckie
Mary McPherson
Cyndey McQueen
Alicia and Francisco Medina
James J. Melching
Kelly Menninger
Mary Jane Meyer
Kelly Miles
Jared Miller
Katherine Miller
Linda Miller
Mary Miller
Robert Miller
Shawna Mills
Natasa Milnovic
Theresa Monaco
Elaine and Jack Mondschein
Marsha Monica
Cheryl Montgomery
Harry L. Moore
Patricia Moore
Angela Morales
Diane Morgan
Katherine Morgan
Martha Morgan
Michell Morgan-Peppers
David Morrow
Brian Morse
Tironda Mosby

Robin Moss
Nancy Mules
Ashley Mullins
Joseph Mulugeta
Millicent and Marc Murdock
Scarry Murphy
Rene Myers
Maria Navato
Dana Nelson
Jakob Nelson
Rebecca Nelson
Christine Nesbitt
Melanie Nesbitt
Renee and Thomas Newton
Jariya Niyakam
Betty Lue Offield-Roberts
Judith Oglesby
Monique O’Neal
Elizabeth R. Oneth
Jeanne Ouellette
Lydia Owens
Craig Paddock
Amanda Palaganas
Kiara Palmer
Edward Papacena
Connor Parker
Deven Patel
Christi and Joey Patterson
Linda and Curtis Patterson
Justine Paxton
Rhoda Peachey
Jennifer Peckham
Jane and Stephen Pello
Ms. Lynn Peoples
Sherry Perry
John Peterkord
Christine Peterson
Marie Petrich

The George H. Nettleton Home gave $42,782.50 to purchase an 18-passenger bus to be used by TMC Lakewood Long-term Care (LTC) residents. Susann Riffe (left), CEO of the Nettleton Foundation, poses with Charlie Shields, COO of TMC Lakewood.
Every effort has been made to include all donors from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011. We apologize for any errors or omissions. Please contact Beverly Yauk at beverly.yauk@tmcmed.org or 816.404.3443 with any corrections.
IN HONOR OF
Henry J. Herrmann
by Sharilyn Gasaway
by Lisa and Tom Godlasky
by Michael F. Morrissey
by Janet and Ronald Reimer
Liz Anne McElhaney
by Craig Paddock
John R. Parker
by Patricia and Joseph Parker, Jr.
Mary Riley
by Janet Hessell
Shauna R. Roberts
by Janet Hessell
TMC Information
Technology Department
by Daniel Hier

IN MEMORY OF
Dorsel Ashleman
by Dawn Delaney
by Lynda Donegan
by Melinda Gunderson
by Janet Harvey
by Deven Patel
by Jacqueline Shearer
Cecil Boyd
by Carl Boyd
Glenn Christman
by Martha Christman
by Floyd McElwain
James C. Coleman
by Debbie and Neil Bass
by Chanette Coleman
by Kenneth Coleman
by First Scout Realty Advisors, Inc.
by Charles and Ann Lusher
by Womens Clinic of Johnson County
Cecil Boyd
by Carl Boyd
Glenn Christman
by Martha Christman
by Floyd McElwain
James C. Coleman
by Debbie and Neil Bass
by Chanette Coleman
by Kenneth Coleman
by First Scout Realty Advisors, Inc.
by Charles and Ann Lusher
by Womens Clinic of Johnson County
Gerald L. Collins
by Clara and Harry Cleberg
by Clara and Ravane Grossman
by Judy and Major Park, Jr.
by Shirley Phenix
by Jane L. VanSant

Walter Cummnickel
by Anonymous
by Janet and Tim Baggett
by Patty and William Beal
by Hal Bradford
by Cynthia Dantic
by Ray Dantic
by Eagle Materials Inc.
by Esfl Family Charitable Fund
by Illinois Cement Company
by Catherine Justice
by Millie and Alan Love
by Brian Morse
by Nolan Ogden
by Lorene Robbins
by Susan and Stephen Robbins
by Debra and Steven Bowley
by Betty and J. Thomas Ruff, Jr.
by Arthur Zunker, Jr.
Frederick G. DeFeo
by Carol Jean DeFeo
Kathryn Enright
by Cindy Barry
by Rita Marie Elliott
by Gwen Hesser
Lynda Frost
by Alan Holt
Betty Gaitan
by Joanne and John Bluford III
by Rhonda and Michael Enss
by Arthur Federman
by Cynthia Franklin
by Claudia Hartleben
by Janice and James Lloyd, Jr.
by Renee and Thomas Newton
by Jo Powers
by Cassandra Richardson
by Patricia and Joseph Rosa
by Veronica and Jere Sellers
by Marylynn Shawver
by Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity
by Ortie Smith
by Kent Snapp
by Ann Thompson
by Donna Turner
by United States District Court of Minnesota
by Gayle Wambolt
Mai H. Gray
by Judge Jon R. Gray & Dr. Valerie E. Chow
Maylene Helliker
by Kathleen and James Dawson
Otis Jackson
by Lynda Donegan
Irene Jones
by Lynda Donegan
Ella Lucas
by Lynda Donegan
Dan Mayo
by Deborah Dooley
by Joann Mayo
Dorothy Miller
by Mary Miller
James J. Mongan
by American Hospital Association
by Lois S. Blake
by Sue and Richard Bond
by Jonathan Borus
by Mary Shaw Branton
by Brigham and Women's Hospital
by E. Grey Dimond
by Jo Anna and Thomas Edgerton
by Patricia and Harold Gabow
by Stuart Guterman
by Glenn Hackbarth
by Healthcare Institute, Inc.
by James I. Mertz
by M. Judith Robinson
by Joan and Trey Rumnion
by Sylvia and Steve Schoenbaum
by Jerry Stolov
by Margot A. Thornhill
by Judi and Bill Walker
Rex Myers
by Kent Abella
by Terry Abella
by Anonymous
by Marilyn and Billy Antley
by Catherine D. Disch
by Erla Eastabrooks
by Debra and Bill Hamm
by Deborah Morris
by Thomas Strafuss
Richard P. Nadeau
by Jacqueline and Robert Gershon
Lady Elizabeth Norfleet
by Virginia Lady Norfleet
Freida Talbot
by Shirley and James Estes
Sadie & Carl Voss
by Harold E. Voss
Maxine White
by Paula and Steve Becker
by Estelle Berman
by Diane and Larry Brockhaus
by Amy and Brad Cohn
by Gina and Steve Dillard
by Linda and Franklin Feist
by James Fianagan
by Robin and Larry Gordon
by John Henke
by Deborah Hirsch
by Paola and Stephen Jarvis
by Phyllis and Lawrence Kalender
by Betty Jo and Henry Marder
by Elaine and Jack Mondschein
by Michael Reed
by Robert Starbuck
by Barbara and Arthur Stern
by Sunrise Oilfield Supply, Inc.
by Cecil Williams
Donna Williams
by Jana and Terry Boshert
Stanley Williams
by Debbie and Neil Bass
by Kathleen and James Dawson
by Janmme Midgett
Richard H. Winter
by Joanne and Gene Cable
by Harry S. Jonas
by Patricia and Charles Jones
by Bill Kenton
by Glenn and Glenn Lanceford
The Auxiliary members of TMC Lakewood are actively involved in philanthropy projects. The Auxiliary manages and operates two gift shops and hosts the annual Evening Under the Stars fundraiser. Members of the TMC Lakewood Auxiliary as of May 2011 include:

Nina Adams
Eloise Allingham *
Nicole Andal
Sue Askey
Jodie Bachman
Sue Bailey
Betty Barker
Tara Baultista
Pamela Bennett
Helen Bettis
Augusta Bluford-Jones
Peggy Bluhm
Pat Bock
Brenda Bohlm
Sallyann Boline
Donna Boxx
Eula Branton
Norma Brown
Phoebe Brown
Clifford Browne, Jr.
Marg Bruce
Marlyn Burkett
Barbara Burnell
Joe Cairns
Benita Caldwell
Lolita Caldwell
Sherry Chaplin
George Chrisman
Rachel Chrisman
Pat Clark
Laurie Clipperton
Ann Coleman
Vivian Colson
Sandra Colster
Roberta Cottam
Marilee Couch
Chris Craft
Kathy Crawford
John Dane, DDS
Sarah Daniel
Carol Davies
Dana Davis
Diana Davis
Len Dawson
Ceryse DeAngelo
Loreen Dennison
Tony DiPardo *
Jennifer Drake-Westerman
Eva Early
Raymond Eddington
David Feiser
Helen Ferguson
Tammi Fiedler
Arlene Foster
JR Foster
Teri Foster
Beverly Frank
Elfriede Franklin
Lainie Franklin
Diane Frazier
Cherie French
David Fuchs
Debbie Fuchs
Sue Ann Gaddy
Lisa Gann
Elise Gann
Patricia Giambalva
Karen L. Gilfoy
Erin Gissip
Tamra E. Gooding
Judy Graham
Julie A. Grant
Peggy Gray
Donna Grounds
Harriet Hailey
Debbie Hageman
Kenneth Hageman
Betty Hahn
Evelyn L. Hall
Carolyn Hall-Evans
Drucilla Hartig
Lynd Hartley
Florence Hartman
Brenda S. Helbling
Judy Hendrix
Claudine Herbert
Leslie High
Rand High
Joan Hillyer
Pauline Hinck
Terry Holder
Katherine Hongz
Joy Hood
Amy Howard
Arleta Howard
Kathy Hughey
Rick Hughey
Elena Huston
Colleen Jader
Donna Janes
Betty A. Jones
Dorothy Jones
Willacee Jones
William Jones *
Lee Kiley
Cheryl Koehly
Marcia Lane
Wanda Lawrence
Carol Lightfoot
Sarah Littlejohn
Rocele Locket
Martha Lykens-Delon
Chuck Mader
Jan Mader
Ross Marine
Waverly Martens
Christina Martin
Emma Massey
Barbara Mazze
Linda McConville
Janice Michael
Joan Mills
Maria Moore
Marge Moran
Albert Morse
Dorothy Morse
Virginia Murray
Martha Murrell
Janie Ness
Dorothy Newman
Betty Ann Nicholas
Judy Oglesby
Geraldine Orrell
Della Mae Osgood
Lynn Peoples
Mary Pisciotta
Rick Poos
Faith Pugh
Dorothy Purtle
Nancy Quinn
Ruth Raby
Bob Ramsey
Rebecca Ransburg
Tracy Ring
Delores Robinson
Marie Robinson
Ralph Robinson
Pamela Ross
Vicki Ross
Sina Byburn
Kathy Schellhardt
Donna Scherfenberg
Jennifer Scott
Bobbie Sembower
Helen Shaffer
Dorothy Shepard
Peggy Shoemaker
Sophie Shrum
Renita Simmons
Kimberly Sikkemberg
Sylvia Skali
Dora Sluyter
Connie Smith
Fred Smith
Shirley Smith
Lillian Sparks
Warren Spickelmier
Claire Ann Sprick
Raymond Stallman
Jowilla Staples
Deborah States
Monica Stewart
Neva Stolle
Madge Sutherland
Mike Switzer
Eloise Teasley
Phylis Thorp
Virgil Thorp
Colleen Tock
Karen Turner
United Methodist Women
Lee’s Summit United Methodist Church
Carthel VanWinkle
Gena Varns
Shannon Wakeman
Christal Watson
Veronica Weddle
Alice Wemhoener
Bryan Weisz
Joyce Weisz
Jane Werntz
Sharon Whalen
Bonnie White
Donna White
Joyce Wian
Grover Wilcher
Sande Wilcher
Viola Williams
Rose Zwerenz
* deceased
The Board members and volunteers listed on this page provide countless hours of leadership and guidance to Truman Medical Centers. These individuals are generous with their time and assistance to TMC and work together to further our mission of providing accessible, state-of-the-art healthcare to all members of our community.

TMC Charitable Foundation
Board of Directors
Joy Wheeler, \textit{Chair}
Douglas Y. Curran, \textit{Vice Chair}
Jo Ann Field, \textit{Secretary}
John E. Sundeen, \textit{Treasurer}
Paul Black
Loretta Britton, M.D.
Carl Chinnery
Michelle deSilva
David Frantze
Thomas H. Holcom, Jr.
Deborah Knight
Al Mauro
Laurie McCormack
Jeanette Prenger
Nelson Sabates, M.D.
Christine Sullivan, M.D.
Peter Walsh
Carolyn Watley
Jerre Wiggans

TMC Charitable Foundation
Directors Emeriti
Donald Alexander
Rose Bryant
E.G. Dimond, M.D.
Neil T. Douthat
Peggy Dunn
James B. Nutter
Gertrude Oliver
Ronald C. Reimer
Joan C. Runion
Frank Sebree II
Morton Sosland
Ron Spradley
Mark Thornhill
John Wurst

TMC Lakewood
Philanthropy Board
Paul Broome
Carl Chinnery
Valerie Chow, M.D.
Bud Hertzog, D.V.M.
Don Kahan
Patt Lawlor, Au.D.
Harlan Limpus
Molly Nail
Diane Seif
Rick Viar
Dan Waite, D.D.S., Emeritus

TMC Charitable Foundation
Foundation Staff
James D. Dawson, \textit{Executive Director}
Mark Hall Dunlap, \textit{Grant Writer}
David M. Fulk, \textit{Philanthropy Director}
Christopher James, \textit{Senior Administrative Assistant}
Nicki Johnston, \textit{Director of Communications}
Charlotte Matthews, \textit{Special Events Manager}
Liz Anne McElhaney, \textit{Philanthropy Director}
Mary McPherson, \textit{Associate Director}
Sharla Peters, \textit{Director of Administration}
Gene Riefors, \textit{Philanthropy Director}
Beverly Yauk, \textit{Database Coordinator}

TMC Board of Directors
Paul Black, \textit{Chair}
Robert A. Brooks III, \textit{Immediate Past Chair}
Juan Rangel, \textit{Secretary}
Charles Peffer, \textit{Treasurer}
John W. Bluford III
Becky Cotton
Arthur A. Davis III
Neil T. Douthat
Betty Drees, M.D.
Peggy J. Dunn
Brett L. Ferguson, D.D.S.
Sue Ann Frank
E. Bernard Franklin, Ph.D.
Matthew C. Gratton, M.D.
Jon R. Gray
Paul Holewinski
Sarah Ingram-Eiser
Jason Johnson
Cathy Jolly
Peter S. Levi
Robbie Makinen
John Marshall
Leo Morton
Dennis O’Leary, M.D.
Barbara Potts
Philip Richter
John Rizzo
Douglas Ross
Mark Steele, M.D.
Jerome Tilzer
Eric Williams

TMC Leadership Team
John Bluford, CEO/President
Mitzi Cardenas, \textit{Chief Information Officer}
William Colby, \textit{General Counsel}
James D. Dawson, \textit{President of Strategic Business Development}
Catherine Disch, \textit{Chief Operating Officer - TMC Hospital Hill}
Carol Evrard, \textit{Interim Chief Nursing Officer}
Gerard Grimaldi, \textit{Vice President of Health Policy and Governmental Relations}
Suzanne Haug, \textit{Service Integration Leader}
Fredrick Horton, \textit{Vice President of Practice Management}
Al Johnson, \textit{Chief Financial Officer}
Marsha Morgan, \textit{Chief Operating Officer - TMC Lakewood}
Shawna Roberts, M.D., C.P.E., \textit{Medical Director of Quality}
CiCi Rojas, \textit{Vice President of Community Engagement}
Denzil Ross, \textit{Special Assistant to the COO}
Charlie Shields, \textit{Chief Operating Officer - TMC Lakewood}
Vicki Smith, \textit{Vice President of Public Relations and Marketing}
Mark Steele, M.D., \textit{Chief Medical Officer}
Barbara Zubek, \textit{Vice President of Audit and Compliance}